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Episode #11. Leonardo da Vinci painting sells for record-breaking $450
million
A long-lost painting of Jesus Christ by Leonardo da Vinci sold last Wednesday for $450 million, the
highest price ever paid for a work of art. Christie’s, the New York auction house that sold the painting,
would not reveal the buyer’s identity.
The painting, “Salvator Mundi,” was commissioned by King Louis XII of France more than 500 years ago
and was presumed lost until early this century. In 2005, it sold for $10,000 at an estate sale; the buyers
did not realize it was painted by da Vinci until years later, when it was restored and authenticated by
experts. In 2013, a Swiss art collector bought the work for $80 million, and sold it to a Russian collector
for $127.5 million the same year.
The latest buyer placed the winning bid by telephone, helping to conceal his or her identity. The price far
surpasses that of Pablo Picasso’s 1955 “Women of Algiers,” which sold for $179.4 million at auction in
2015. It also exceeds the record for private sales, which are believed to include $300 million for a
painting by Paul Gauguin and $250 million for a work by Paul Cézanne.
Chris:

To own anything created by da Vinci would be incredible. But… $450 million? For that
amount of money, I would expect da Vinci to come back to life!

Jessica:

Well, at least one very wealthy person disagreed with you! I guess it’s all subjective…

Chris:

Subjective? It’s crazy!

Jessica:

The painting is believed to be da Vinci’s last work of art that is not in a museum – which
means it might have been art collectors’ last chance to own a da Vinci. And someone,
obviously, could afford that price.

Chris:

But it makes no sense! Look at the changes in price. How did it go from $80 million to $450
million in just four years?

Jessica:

Well, keep in mind: Christie’s is a business. It had an interest in selling the painting at a
very high price, because it made money on the sale...

Chris:

So…?

Jessica:

...so, it marketed the painting aggressively.

Chris:

Marketed it? As in, made commercials for it?

Jessica:

Sort of. Christie’s released a video about the painting that compared the painting to the
discovery of a new planet, and called it the holy grail of Christie’s business.

Chris:

Hmm. And all this time, I thought that art experts were too intellectual and refined to be
manipulated by marketing...

Jessica:

Why? Art collectors are no different from anyone else. They want to feel good about the
things they buy, and to believe that they’re special. So, if they are led to believe that…

Chris:

I don’t know, it still makes no sense. $450 million? I could think of a hundred other things I
would do with that money. Buying a painting most certainly isn’t one of them.
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